EHS Group meeting 2015-11-03

Attending: Sara Eriksson, Maria Göransdotter, Patrik Mattsson, David Risberg, Lars Byström, Melissa Hellmund, Edvin Wahlström, Anton Almgren

Absent: Rickard Åström

1. Last meeting´s protocol.

No comments.

2. Physical work environment

- Ventilation in 3D-printer rooms and the paint mixing room.
  Since the meeting with Baltic group and Lokalförsörjningen in September we (UID) are waiting for Baltic to come with suggestions on how the ventilation can be built and the cost. Nothing has happened so far. Lokalförsörjningen has promised to help us in contacting Baltic and pushing the process forward.

- Current situation in the MFA studio.
  The biggest problem right now is the uneven distribution of space and also the lack of storage space and privacy for IxD students. Maria proposes a suggestion for how to expand the MFA studio to the current Research studio and the research group moves to the current Art studio.

3. Safety and security

- New fire alarms
  Due to that the fire alarms were difficult to hear in the BFA studio, new fire alarms have been installed in the studio. Eventually also in the MFA studio.

- Student accidents
  One APD student has hurt himself in the 4D workshop on the planer (planhyvel). Two other bike accidents have happened lately. Look over the routines for how the reportation of accidents are done and by whom. Info about this at tomorrow’s school meeting.

4. Psycho-social work environment

- MFA situation
  A need for studio rules. Righ now disturbances when people move around in the studio, noise, group work done in the studio, music, phone calls etc.

5. Information from work groups

- Work environment group
  Work in progress regarding chemicals. Purchase of furniture needs to be discussed.
Equal access group
The group has compared the amount of male vs female external teachers at UID and found a domination of male teachers. A reminder has been send out to all program directors to increase the awareness of the situation.

Survey of the current UID spirit
The group has designed a survey to investigate the current atmosphere at UID e.g. communication in-between students and with staff etc.

HBTQ certification of UID
Work in progress.

Conference Kulturrådet on November 20
Most likely will Sara be going to the conference.

6. Additional questions

- The Office cleaning has reported that there is a problem with everyone throwing paper, boards etc in the studio dust bins. Needs to be discussed in the work environment group how to handle paper recycling. Should there be a separate bin also for boards?
- Maria raises a question about the the lights do not turn off themselves in the evenings as they did before. Bad from a sustainable point of view. Needs to be followed up.

1. Next meeting
December 1 2015 at 08:15 in the Conference Administrative room.